


• recommendation (a), with respect to the suitability of the proposal, inadvertent impacts 
to the Network Access Quantity (NAQ) framework and the negative impact a zero 
threshold may pose to new investments in the WEM;  
 

• recommendation (b), with respect to the need to maintain AEMO’s discretion in 
exercising the reserve capacity reduction clause; and 
 

• recommendation (c), with respect to prevailing measures that would render obsolete, 
the risk of generators with market power taking more planned outages than necessary 
if the REPO count limit was raised. 

Recommendation (a): Reduction of the reserve capacity reduction clause 
 
Suitability of the proposal: 
 
Synergy agrees with the ERA’s finding that the existing threshold for the reserve capacity 
reduction clause does not provide appropriate targets for facilities outside of scheduled 
generators. However, Synergy does not consider the proposal to reduce the reserve capacity 
threshold to zero an appropriate measure to mitigate against this issue.   
 
Under market rule 4.11.1E, the ERA is limited to reviewing the operation of clause 4.11.1(h). 
However, Synergy considers that prevailing issues would be better managed as part of a 
comprehensive review of the entire mechanism used to incentivise generator availability which 
would require more substantive changes outside of just clause 4.11.1(h). This would ideally 
include: 

(a)  a review of the existing 14 hour fuel availability requirement which is no longer fit for 
purpose given the increasing levels of small and large scale intermittent generation in 
the WEM. Scheduled generators are increasingly having to contract for fuel volumes, 
simply to satisfy certification requirements despite it being highly unlikely that a 
scheduled generator will be required for 14 consecutive hours to maintain reliability; 
and 
 

(b) development of a new modelling based approach to incentivise generator availability 
specifically during periods of system stress. 

Given that there is no obligation for the ERA to review the clauses again, Synergy prefers that 
the existing reserve capacity reduction clause is retained and that the ERA conduct a 
separate, wholistic review of the mechanism to incentivise generator availability.  
 
NAQ Framework: 
 
The review of the two Market Rules to incentivise the availability of generators was conducted 
at a point in time in which the NAQ framework didn’t exist. However, with the introduction of 
the NAQ regime as part of the Energy Transformation Strategy, the ERA should consider its 
proposal in light of long term impacts a reduction in Capacity Credits may have on a facility’s 
NAQ.  
 
Under proposed clause 4.1A.2 of the Tranche 3 Amending Rules1, a facility’s initial NAQ will 
be set at a level equal to the Capacity Credits assigned for the 2022 Capacity Year (assuming 

 
1 https://cdn-
au.mailsnd.com/26738/l0aHEsUHhmMvyhnujR39huA26OJ J6456HG0iKsJt50/3340644.pdf 
 



the NAQ regime will commence from the 2023 Capacity Year). Further, the NAQ functions 
such that if a Facility has reduced Capacity Credits in one year, they may not be able to 
recover these NAQs until there is spare capacity. Therefore, a Market Participant that resolves 
their availability issue or has lower availability due to prudent management, would be unduly 
penalised under this approach. This magnifies the financial risk a Market Participant faces if 
the reserve capacity reduction clause is changed to 0%, thereby exposing all facilities to the 
risk of reducing not only their Capacity Credits, but also future NAQs.  
 
Market Participants would bear significantly less risk if the existing reserve capacity reduction 
clause was retained.  
 
New investments: 
 
The consequence of the proposed change is that all facilities with historical outages will be 
exposed to the potential reduction or removal of reserve capacity credits to the financial 
detriment of the Market Participant. Synergy is concerned that this conflicts with the WEM 
Objective to facilitate the efficient entry of new competitors as it may disincentivise new 
investment into the WEM by introducing material financial uncertainty at every capacity 
certification, including potential downstream impacts to the assignment of NAQs.  
 
Synergy considers it unreasonable for existing and new Market Participants to bear such risk 
and strongly encourages the ERA re-evaluate its proposal in light of this. 
 
Recommendation (b): Guidance notes  
 
Synergy reiterates its view that the reserve capacity reduction clause should be left 
unchanged in preference of a wholistic review of the mechanism to incentivise generator 
availability. If the ERA chooses to adopt this recommendation, then development of guidance 
notes will not be necessary.  
 
However, if the ERA continues to pursue its original recommendation to publish guidance 
notes, then Synergy raises the following concerns for the ERA’s consideration. 
 
Synergy recognises the high level of technical complexity involved with analysing historical 
outages and its impact to system security and reliability, particularly considering the wide 
range of technologies on the WEM. For these reasons, Synergy envisions that guidance notes 
can only be broad and will be unable to capture all technicalities and exceptions that may 
arise. AEMO’s continued use of discretion is therefore strongly encouraged and should be 
made explicit in the market rules.  
 
Synergy also understands that the ERA is working in conjunction with AEMO to develop 
guidance notes, however, this process is not subject to a formal consultation process. Given 
that these guidance notes may have significant impacts to Market Participants, Synergy 
requests that stakeholder consultation be made essential. More specifically, it would be 
greatly beneficial for Market Participants if these guidance notes can be made available at the 
same time as the submission of the Rule Change Proposal.  
 
Despite the assistance of guidance notes, implementation of a zero threshold would 
inadvertently expose AEMO to significant administrative burden as they may be required to 
review all generators and their historical outages within the existing, limited, certification 
timeframe. Stringent timelines may create unnecessary pressure on AEMO, leading to the 
assessment process potentially resolving to a mere tick box exercise and providing insufficient 
time for AEMO to assess generators that require more comprehensive oversight. More 
critically, the existing issue of dense timeframes aggravated by potentially significant 
quantities of facilities for review, may lead to erroneous decisions.  






